ISABS Summit 2018

Transforming People,
Communities and Organisations
at
India International Centre, New Delhi
16-17 Nov’18

Applied Behavioural Science(ABS)
seeks to enhance individual and
human well-being in familial
organizational and societal contexts,
through the application of the
existing and emerging knowledge
from humanities and science.
Indian
Society
for
Applied
Behavioural Science (ISABS) is a
national professional body for
behavioural science practitioners
dedicated
to
understanding,
developing and applying human
process
competencies
through
continuous
experimentation,
research and learning related to
Applied Behavioural Science.

We live in an increasingly complex world. Despite
shrinking spaces for dialogue and the technologies that
alienate human beings more than ever, there is
unprecedented demand for transformation at individual,
group and institutional levels.
Today’s VUCA reality marks the gap between the
espoused and the actual from global issues like climate
change to collaborative existence of Europe, and refugee
crisis. Closer home issues such as Swacch Bharat,
turnaround of public sector, pace of emerging economy
companies and thrust on make-in-India/ start up culture
warrant not only leveraging the wisdom of past but also
learning for the future.

Against this backdrop, ISABS is happy to announce the
ABS Summit 2018 as a common space for sharing and
learning from the best. The summit will offer rich insights to build new perspectives on
transforming individuals, teams and communities by bringing together thought leaders, successful
change agents and exemplars of human process expertise. This space for interaction will showcase
practical ideas for leaders, entrepreneurs and policy makers.
Join us in exploring, experiencing and celebrating the unique significance of Applied Behavioural
Sciences. The best in class experience will offer proven ideas for corporate, social, and governance
institutions.
Major Tracks
1. Individual Transformation
2. Recalibrating Groups for collective performance
3. Transforming social attitudes and community practices
4. Organization Development and Institution building

For whom
The invitation is extended to change leaders (corporate, social & institutional role holders),
student scholars, and strategic scenario builders, creative personnel influencing society,
policy makers and implementers.
Key take away as a Participant


Generate experience and conceptual frameworks around your preferred tracks



Leverage the space to network with like-minded professionals, learn their next
practices across sectors and thereby expand your horizons



Learn of systems & process that bring about far reaching transformation and take key
insights to become a more inspiring and impactful leader
Key take away as a Presenter

You join a learning community engaging with peers, sharing highs, lows, hopes and challenges
Date of submitting your abstract /synoptic note
Guidelines for submission of abstracts from presenters will be communicated shortly.


Abstracts of the paper with passport size photograph to be sent by 30 June 2018.



Full paper in given prescribed format should reach us by 15 August 2018.

Don’t miss this limited seats unique opportunity to learn from the best-in-class achievers who by
combining their Passion with Purpose have left an inspiring trail.
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